our last days #urbanexploration
2/5/2018 0 Comments
for the spirit of our collaboration

our last days #urbanexploration
with thoughts & words in tow
with Ash by my side
I set off at a stride
on my fast walk
from Putney to Wandsworth Bridge & back
.moving along
by wandsworth dump a favourite place
opposite is B&Q
the carpark in which houses
my favourite artists work
a defaced roadsign
with care & precision
completed by #cletabrahams
under the cloak of darkness
so no one can see
we are so lucky to have him in London Town
he has disfaced many a roadsign
on Bricklane and the area which surrounds
just as well my studio is now near
I am lucky to see his work #onthestreets
as a daily voice for the dissenting few
Ash
search for him on insta or twitter
you will see
his street work is loved by me & others
but not the authorities of Florence
who do not let him be
back to our walk
the sky is blue
the first snow is falling
like seeds flung out
to see how far they can fly
an idea is seeded in my energised thoughts
for a collaborative conversation
maybe there is even time
to do an installation!
...
in wandworths park I have another thought
Ash
I am penniless at 53
through this collaboration
I have just found out
it is ok to be me
but 10 years on from my foundation
my Andrew disagrees
unless of course
I break even
which I know is the least I can do
when joined at the hip....
but that is another conversation
to be had in isolation
when tomorrow dawns I will market my work
as I have promised so many times before
and if that fails
I will be sent round the corner
to Sainsbury's to work at the counter
Ash
my words just now were far too personal
they may be edited
then scattered
along with your far flung seeds
...
now we are at espresso time
we have travelled ever so far
tho it is only 10am
following our walk & talk
words flow thick & fast
I can hardly keep up the pace
they started to flow at first
in a whatsapp note to Ash
on his way to London for this walk
now my words are cut and pasted
as they flowed too long
they want to now become
a post for everyone
Ash
I have an idea triggered
by your morning message to me
on our decision to make later in our last
official blockII day
on what to handover
I am typing fast without deep thought of
editing
to keep up with the stream of words flinging
themselves out
they want to be posted on our block
before they are lost
my idea is good I think
but may not be!
on our morning fast walk
to my favourite place
where on the corner
I can see a view three ways
👀  of  the  red  cranes &  containers  of  yellow
taking our waste away
out over the thames
this was the site for my first collaboration entitled #displaced
where I did a video with sound and moving
picture of the place
👀  of  lotts  road  powerstation  chimneys
mid-distance on my left
another favourite place to go
👀  last  but  not  least &  equally  as  brilliant
in the distance my shard silhouette
standing fast for everyone to see
Ash
back to the original point
of these words which are tripping over
themselves
now in the moment
in their innocence to be heard
shoosh words for a bit
Ash is not going away after today
you don't have to say it all now
you can hush a bit
give me space
let me talk
Ash
my idea - finally written & bulleted here
take “seeds of dissent”
translate to chinese
work on the characters
for colour space & structure
adding a little bit of me
but low and behold
much better to do it as a two
with you by my side with intent unknown
as to who does what
we shall see
for this is the spirit of our collaboration
--
0 Comments
I discovered character formation in mapping
& remapping seeds
2/4/2018 0 Comments


Picture

remapped seeds
Ash
thanks once more for your dedication
in response to such words
it required careful thought and creativity
I decided to add a little bit of me
I edited your installation right back
singling out one character & let it fly free
it turned itself on its head
and I let it just be
its single meaning is still elusive

I knew that it wanted to stand strong
so I added colour space & structure
now it stands on the edge
watching with wonder
your scattered seeds fly free
through collaborative fun
it has become a symbol "to just be"
--
Picture
to just be
this drawing
came out Sunday night
oh yes I was having fun
sitting in our pod
in the garden
cold & dark outside
documenting it
had to be done
Monday in the sun
for it is a paper & window drawing
in front of Ashes seeds
which without our knowledge or consent
have self-sown in the garden of dissent
no roads or buildings in-site
but for what I can see
in my remapping to just be
instead
a backdrop of bamboo of living seeds
ensues as an aftermath
of the collaborative path
we have threaded & retreaded
in our block of two
--
Picture
character formation singled out & remapped
(drawing & wall installation)
Ash
what is the meaning of this drawing on the
wall?
the only part I know is true
is that it is my response to adding space &
structure
to your seeds scattered far
is it an actual place
with lots of space to explore
in any direction as we so wish
whether it is from above flying high
or striding along skimming low?
is it a map of where to explore
when we finally meet in person
for our collaborative urban exploration
to record in real-time
visual movement & words
& of course the noise of just being in the
moment
with motion and emotion #onthestreets?
or
is it an ariel view
of an imagined private or public space
which will be one day censored and erased?
or
is it a reimagined map of worship street from
urbanexploration4?
I wonder to myself
it could be in my version of reality

consider why I use digital and brought me
closer to a way of understanding myself.
Karen refers to a poem that I wrote that sits on
my blog (https://ambushedonroute.wordpress.
com/2017/05/17/seeds/). Something that
was in plain sight and I could not see until
I was shown the way by my collaborator.
The poem refers to finding new places and
making your own place. In essence this is
what I was referring to in an earlier post.
Rather than a David and Goliath dissent, we
need to consider the way we dissent without
even knowing it. As Karen highlights, artists
dissent by simply existing. This collaboration
has been very open and honest, has drawn us
together to consider how dissent sits naturally
in our practice and has given me a real friend.
I have dedicated the poem to Karen. It feels as
thought it was written for her to find for this
collaboration.
Throw me far
Far farther than I could ever imagine
As far as learning will take me
As a seed ready to
To meander through unseen vernaculars of
unfolding idles
To skip an long and over borders painted in
colours with meaning that has long washed
out
Beyond cities and states
Below is a connected poem, I used to create
an artwork for an exhibition in Taiwan
(below). It was translated into Chinese for the
exhibition, but here is the english version also.
....and from here
they scattered far
across seas unseen
filled with the fizz of success
they made new homes
forged new families
and gave life to new culture
Picture
7 Comments
our midnight exploration - my reply to your
post Ash february-01st-2018
2/2/2018 8 Comments

our midnight exploration
with Ash by my side
elaborating and gesticulating
on the essence of our collaboration
without intent I find the hidden essence of me
Ash
your amazement astounds me
for you are
my street collaborator
my teacher of hidden words
my dissenting provocateur
Ash
you have unveiled your secrets
so now must I
Ash
what have you done
I joined this program so as to share with
others
my art through urban exploration
but look what happened ...
I arrived with no default intent of vocalising
my thoughts
collaboration energy abounds
----through converse, words & imagery
my true voice has come unbidden
0 Comments
flying from the space
like scattered seeds my words fly free
of collaborative motion and emotion
2/4/2018 0 Comments
my application
edited only a little my hidden words of
based on dissent
friendship & yours of purity
was even spelt as descent
my explorations were meant to be based on
like scattered seeds my words fly free
places of POPS
a message to everyone who reads this
Ash
Pops does not derive from Pops & Drops in
you are the unbidden master of words
the google banking world
in this new endeavour
rather it is of Privately Owned Public Space
tho I do admit to being one of two
and the occupancy there within...
in the energy abounding round the streets
created by the power
a week in I uncovered
of more than one two and many
the feeling of resting on the fence
where I am content to tread & rethread the
I was beginning to think
path
after a day of no word
of documenting place and our fight for space
that I had stepped out of line
I am a documenter at heart in my own way
maybe lost my new friend
as long as I can be amongst the energy created
but low & behold
by the people standing as one
now I know that it is un-true
now I have added hidden letters
my simple brain
scrambled & rethreaded
has let these words free
to make up words from inside and outside
like secrets untold
my mobile dictionary
unbidden by me
I did not know being me is okay
I had no choice but to let them out & about
am I really a performance in itself of
they want to just be
ascending descending and dissent?
with no consequence
of flying high & low over the ground?
or thought of you or me
I was always told I was average
now they are free
solid grades in academia would steer me
like seeds flung far
through
exploring the streets for their next occupation at an early age
in finding a space of their own
with no understanding of my left and your
private or public they care not which
right
as they are free to fly above and below
I was told not to delve to deeply into the
the definition of either
grades of the arts
as there would be no future in it for me
now my brain is clear for a bit
I am finally able to hear your words
being obedient as a child i did not query this
your poem dedicated to me
world of one plus one equals two
with equations & experiments to back up their
I would like to note
theories
I have never been so privileged to be singled
out
five decades on I am still in search of my
as I am in this moment in February
purpose
Ash
now it seems to me I am finding it within a
so now down to the truth of the matter
collaboration of two
I will read your dedication
in blocks of art with dissent as a thread
with fresh eyes
but what does that mean?
a clear brain
my thesaurus won't tell
& let you know what I think ......
she hides away the meaning & purpose so as I
......
can discover it for myself
my response may of course
through human connection I say too much
follow a little later
through telephone conversation
most likely new words will wake me
for which I am useless to pickup the phone
from a midnight intervention
I have finally discovered it is okay to be me
with an urgent need to be set free
to be different from most
........
to be part of a selected few or maybe just two
drawings may follow if they so desire
through a moment of clarity
to take up the mantra of the unbidden &
.........
hidden
where I can be myself

who knows what that means
Ash - my brain dump of words prior to my
it is okay to be on a pathway of unknown
real reply to your "how can I follow"
intent
energised when #onthestreets
Ash - I have deleted an early version of this
in the emotion and motion of each moment
and re-added just now as I was having a
problem with the title. all wording is the same with clarity
as before
It is midnight on the 1st
I am flying too high to make sense
0 Comments
my knuckles tell me this month of February is
How can I follow
unusual
2/3/2018 7 Comments
which Ash confirmed so I know it is true
............. As you can guess, I'm not sure what to say. I spent most of yesterday blissfully doing Ash I must end our walk & so this talk with a
quote
nothing as I was celebrating my wedding
anniversary with my wife. I came back to the written by Peter in BlockI - on performance
there are comments by
block today to find amazing Karens post. I'm
Peter Maija & me
not sure what to say. How to react. How to
“dissent just in being”
fathom what has happened. However, I need
to say that, the profound affect of the power of two has been mutual. Throughout the project its 6am I wake with a thought
through converse & verse
I have also been exploring my own practice
I have become a player in my own reality
and in particular the the use of digital. The
honesty of Karen's practice has got me to

--Picture
"our midnight exploration"
we stand for the dissenting
red in our midnight intervention
where space
is re-imagined
in verse & converse
---
Picture
"unbalanced - flying high or skimming low "
am I really a performance in itself
unbalanced in the motion & emotion
of ascending descending and dissent
of flying high and low
--Hey Ash
are you still awake after following the above
voiceover of our re-imagined exploration?
I'm sorry it went on for so long ..... the words
kept arriving ....
I would like to add images to this post if they
so desire to workout with me today ...
Thanking you for being my collaborator
Karen
8 Comments
Positive Liberty - Dissent Descent & Ascent
through the Blocks
2/2/2018 1 Comment
Hey Ash
sorry this was meant to be a little extra post
until my thoughts wanted to get out of my
head
a brain dump to clear some space for the day
ahead
Last night I read your words
your post of February 01st, 2018
in response
I wrote a long verse late into the night
the post is personal and will follow this
it is a rendition - word for word
of our midnight exploration
I apologise for writing in riddles
all will become clear
if you stick with me
on this word scrutiny
I hear you now after reading again your words
of 'positive liberty'
I agree
that is the place to be
I just did not know that was me
I thank-you as I now know it is the place
and in that space I want to be
you left me with the thought - reread over &
over
'if dissent didn't exist what would art look
sound taste smell and feel like'
I agree - it would certainly not look like me!
my art is my companion through thick and
thin
and converses with me in actuality
there is a phrase of performance
for which I have carried through
from the solidity of Peter & Jame's blockI base
in sync as an unknown team with Peter Maija
& me
there is a clear chain of thread
linking our blocks together
for all to see pasted are these comments below
I have added a little colour .......
for the bright red dissenter in me
at the time of writing my comment
dissent just in being me
I did not really know what it meant
I had not remembered
Peter's reply being ourselves is the best thing
we can do
now I do know what it means
from our BlockII collaboration & exploratories
--Picture
"#onthestreets - dissent just in being"

exist what would art look, sound, taste, smell
and feel like?
0 Comments
Hidden Words Unleashed
2/1/2018 1 Comment
For Ash written in the middle of the night, a
sequel to "forlorned words", "you are walking
too fast" and our inspiring conversation on
the last day of January. These words will be
ignored by most and treasured by a few or at
least two .....
.... hope you enjoy my play of words they are
for the power of two
.. plus my electrical #tapedrawings drawn
from these words on the 1st of January

Hidden words unleashed
forlorn words flying high
finding a voice in the sky
I wake at 3am
out of bed with thoughts
of hidden books
I must record
our words in secret
under the covers
in the dark
so no one sees
today is the day
both planned & unplanned
a day of urban exploration
onthestreets
walking with purpose
capturing images in the moment
voice video & tape
recording as we stride
who knows where it will lead
as we go
we converse
hidden conversation
hidden words
in our urban bubble
we see a building
in the distance
made of structure and symmetry
through hidden windows
we can see
a stack of books
unwanted by most
treasured by a few
amongst those words
many miss-spelt
are hidden threads
hidden gems
and treasures
through conversations
with friends
who know better
of the hidden treasure
and the pleasure
those pure words will bring
through hidden dissent
those words
come out to play
they are now unveiled
a site to see
flying high
in the essence
of the structure of poetry
unleashed so everyone can see
the day is drawing to a close
conversation is at an end
we must say our goodbyes
the words in the books
now free
live on in eternity
--Picture
hidden Books hidden Words
the number of Blocks in BlockandChain
Picture
the Power of Two


Picture
Block I Post title: Word Exercise - response (by the PowerofTwo
Peter) 11/1/2018
#urbanexploration of hidden Dissent

Performance
“dissent just in being"
1 Comment
Keep up the Pace - Stick with me
MAIJA LIEPINS
1/31/2018 1 Comment
1/11/2018 06:44:47 pm
"dissent just in being" - my favourite
Picture
REPLY

Change of Pace

KAREN
LINK
1/19/2018 06:29:42 pm

keep up with the pace
stick with me
I stride purposefully
Hi Maija & James & Peter - for me to - from
down Pindar street
my notes "dissent just in being" was my
wherever it may lead
strongest connection under performance - in response as to why - I have to add "dissent
when it becomes too much
just in being me" very sad feeling on reflection stay by my side
that we have to label it dissent rather than just being how we are as individuals? Karen
do not dissent
I know what I'm doing
REPLY
--Picture
PETER
#Lookup Lookdown
1/19/2018 07:20:59 pm
Pindar Street
Hi Karen, thanks for reading it all through. It
is a sad reflection of our conformist society
that just being ourselves can be seen as an act
of dissent. For me the only rule should be the
'harm principle' that we should do no harm
to others or ourselves and with that proviso,
being ourselves is the best thing we can do for
the world.
Peter
1 Comment
February 01st, 2018
2/1/2018 0 Comments
That is amazing Karen. You've really captured
the essence of collaboration, of sharing and
what emerges is a elemental. This project
is about dissent and when one considers
dissent the first things that come to mind is
an aggressive rebuttal of the status quo. Dig
a little deeper however and you'll find that
dissent is about what Karen has talked about.
its about hidden words and opening yourself
and your ideas up to scrutiny. allowing
yourself to be questioned and everything
that makes you, you. dissent can be seen as a
negative space to be in but actually if you're a
serial dissenter like Karen and I, it is quite a
liberating place to be.
To imaging and reimagine the world in an
alternative state and to reimagine events,
memories and conversations dissents against
the banality of reality, which, for creatives is
like breathing. I was listening to a program
on radio 4 which looked at Gerald Scarfe's
work in the context of his neurology (http://
www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b08wp16h). The
idea is that areas of Scarfe's brain are talking
to each other in unexpected ways and that is
where his unique perspective comes from.
However listening to Scarfe talk he sounds
more like a serial dissenter. Someone who just
needs to see an alternate reality to that that is
preened and presented in the full spectrum of
reality. Abstraction is dissent, tape drawings as
walks is dissent and our love of dissent offers
a possibility for new and evolving realities. A
thought to leave you all with. If dissent didn't

1 Comment
Re-structuring Dissent - Play with Words &
Space
1/31/2018 0 Comments
Picture
restructuring dissent
ascending
descending
a re-structuring
of words & space
ascent
plus
descent
plus
dissent
consensus
approved
--
Fodder for Thought - Collaboration
Magnification #blockchaindissentart
1/31/2018 0 Comments
Picture
collaboration magnification
view from above
flying high
for it is fodder
rural geometric shapes
re-place
dissolved city face
beneath it all
collaborators
provocateurs
editing
layers
human hand
overlays pretty patterns
graffiti derivation
roundabout originator
of place & space

--0 Comments
Forlorned Words - Playing with Words - back
at ya...
1/30/2018 2 Comments
Picture
2 Comments
You're walking too fast, I can't keep up and
neither can my computer
1/30/2018 1 Comment
Picture
Picture
I love your Photo's Karen. The image of the
road give me the sense of hovering over the
ground. I'm imaging myself as a drone with
a camera. Unfortunately my computer has
thrown a wobbler and cant cope with what I'm
trying to do with the photos.
Words keep growing. You can write really
well. I can imaging all this being turned into a
video or a performance.
I've re-imagined the walk with you and altered
you text adding a stream of consciousness.
I've imagined that we've walked together.
some of it makes sense and some of it is just
me in the zone. this is just a first draft and
needs more work.
We walked to the White Collar Factory
where the blue collared folk would make white
collars for their oppressors
The collars were round as the corner of Old
street roundabout
down City road probably be cutting across he
turned and said
You should become a taxi driver
"what? A taxi Driver? I would miss walking
too much' Karen Snaps
You seem to know bits of this old city that
even the natives don't know
We headed towards commercial and soon I
was faltering
You walk too fast I said
But the relentless pace of this agile mind kept
wandering
I'll let you know what I'm doing and where
we're going
just keep up

watching the world overhead
"I was taking photos of all round this area in
2014
I was doing the other art fair at the old
Truman brewery
it all looks so different"
Karen explains
everything changes
we change
and so places
like people need to change
the only difference is that these places will be
here for a long time
a long time after the people have gone
the buildings that were being built then have
been built
I do remember little bits here & there
even the road markings have aged or there's
new ones
I guess 3 or 4 years on
you look at things differently
the end is never the end but the begin of
something else
the dissent and decent of one thing signals the
assent of another
drawings in the sand that are smoothed over
by the relentless tides
as the sea washes over the beach it leaves
marks of its own which are just as profound as
any other we would make
#doubleyellows on the corner of Clifton Street
#40
Its a dead end for cars
pedestrians can walk through
creativity is the human spirit
we can always find a way to walk through
just imagine double yellows for people not to
stand around in a place
it wouldn't work
Humanity is creativity
and it can't be suppressed
necessity is creativity
or rather creativity is nesssesity
when its taken away
our demise follows

I saw an amazing building/structure on the
outside
I can see the Shard now
I am going to head towards that
I think I am still in the Borough of Islington
mostly all glass - I'll see what that's all about
but i cant be sure
just another example of what can be imagines
It must change soon
and achieved
from one borough to another
even corporations need humans and their
skipping through the compressed clutter of the creativity eventually
city
A parkour of seeing in a city full of structures going past the army reserves centre on Clifton
that juxtapose to form
I was in the Army Reserves in Australia for 7
a gestalt of ideas and possibilities
years
as a truck driver
Its freezing cold
Karen explains
my fingers are frozen as we take the photos
It allmost seems that we don't cate that its so
in the distance Karen recognise a building
cold
which is part of Broadgate
the cameras are just part of us
the back of Liverpool Street
as me hurriedly snap away before the dusk
we head there
takes away our canvas
one of my favourite public sculptures is there
before the loss of apricity undoes our play
light boxes by David Batchelor says Karen
not sure how they are going to turn out
we stopped to take a photos on route
I'm sure the photos will be fine
They are less images and more documents of
David Batchelor's sculpture in Broadgate
emotion
its the sun street entrance/exit
as if what was felt when you witness the
I love it
moment
can be transferred into this box
this building beside it
by trapping the light we can press our
is one of Karens favourite buildings
thoughts
the shapes of the windows on the outside
into the pages of ourselves
I call them un-equal quadrilateral
its the UBS building
We ended up coming down further on City
I don't know what that means
road
or it houses UBS
and turned left onto Worship street which is
its massive
quite appropriate
we are preying for warmth
I'm back where I started
to get out of the cold
2 days ago explains Karen
all explorers need to get back to base
and out fingers were longing to be curled
Going to take a few more photos round here
around a warm cup of cha
couple more photos I see in the distance
Also, her new studio is an old Synagog so
then head to the studio
there is a link
so thats it for today
Making art is like worship

you believe in the thought
you are dedicated to the making
you practice drawing like a chant
it needs to happen daily
1 Comment
life seems empty without it
January 30th, 2018
1/30/2018 0 Comments
on one side of City road its the Borough of
Islington
Picture
on this side - Worship Street - its the Borough Back at ya.....
of Finsbury
we have flown in between places
0 Comments
one the border between regimes
Playing with Words
at a juncture where everything changes and
1/30/2018 1 Comment
yet everything is the same
the no-mans-land of litanies
I acme across Karens words from one of
her first posts and was taken by the way the
"Hey Ash
handwriting created routes. Beyond words
I was just thinking "
they make routes that could be followed on a
Karen said
map. I've mapped the words over the route
"I was talking to Andrew this morning
Karen walked and recorded as audio. In doing
He said
so, I'm trying to create new ways of getting lost
I don't get lost
- mechanisms for dissenting from society
its not #gettinglost
Picture
its not wandering
Picture
as I walk with purpose
I said in return
1 Comment
I get lost in my head
Moving through Time & Space @kbwoodnews
while I'm out walking with purpose"
in conversation with @ashokDMistry
1/30/2018 3 Comments
I found this explanation profound
Like a epiphany
the thought of
Moving Through Time & Space
walking with purpose
much time has past since week 1
but without a fixed destination seemed
when recording this collaborative exploration
profound
I have tried to make it new old news
This is what artist do
through words in image captions
This is the honesty of our labour
week 2
It is the purpose with which we dive
I am in a different place
through the streets of experimentation
I am flying the route as it is documented ......
and bring back gestures that mark pages
my thoughts are energised
with everything from charcoal to tape
with provoking new posts to reply to .....
that makes it all worth while
...
Karen went on
"I get lost in the moment
for Ash - Looking Back at Week1 while
of taking the photos
ensconced in Week2
looking and looking and looking
I don't know about the wandering bit
Urban Exploration 4 - old & new news from
throws up interesting things
Week1
different people see different things"
Picture
and thats what makes us creatives I guess
we see the alternative side of everything and
bc_day4_urbanexploration_
everywhere
oldstreettobroadgate.m4a
we dream while were awake
Download File
and that makes us want to make
Old Street to Commercial Road
it makes us see things that others can't
Urban Exploration 4
we stop to take pictures of garbage
and when they balk
without even an ounce of curiosity at what we
are doing
we're still lost in the moment with the article
of insignificance
that lays on the ground
our eyes in a fleeting dalliance with shapes and
colours
we cant see them
and we also never reciprocate
when a dirty look is belched our way
cycle on Paul Street
Karen took a photo of a double cycle
on the corner of Paul Street
where Paul runs into Wilson
two cyclists plating in the middle of the road
reminds me of the Raleigh chopper i never
had
but always wanted
Maybe I should get a bike
so i can sit here with these sedentary cyclists
in the road

photos taken of the White Collar Factory
corner of Old street roundabout
now heading down City road
I'll probably be cutting across
heading towards commercial soon
but I'll let you know what I'm doing
I can see the Shard now
I think I am still in the Borough of Islington
It must change soon
Its freezing cold
my fingers are frozen as I take the photos
not sure how they are going to turn out
I ended up coming down further on City road
I'm turning left onto Worship street which is
quite appropriate
my new studio is an old Synagog so there is a
link
on one side of City road its the Borough of
Islington
on this side - Worship Street - its the Borough
of Finsbury

Hey Ash
I was just thinking
I was talking to Andrew this morning
He said
I don't get lost
its not #gettinglost
its not wandering
as I walk with purpose
I said in return
I get lost in my head
while I'm out walking with purpose
I get lost in the moment
of taking the photos
looking and looking and looking
I don't know about the wandering bit
throws up interesting things
different people see different things
cycle on Paul Street
I took a photo of a double cycle
on the corner of Paul Street
where Paul runs into Wilson
I was taking photos of all round this area in
2014
I was doing the other art fair at the old
Truman brewery
it all looks so different
the buildings that were being built then have
been built
I do remember little bits here & there
even the road markings have aged or there's
new ones
I guess 3 or 4 years on
you look at things differently
#doubleyellows on the corner of Clifton Street
#40
Its a dead end for cars
pedestrians can walk through
I saw an amazing building/structure on the
outside
I am going to head towards that
mostly all glass - I'll see what that's all about
going past the army reserves centre on Clifton
I was in the Army Reserves in Australia for 7
years
as a truck driver
in the distance I recognise a building which is
part of Broadgate
the back of Liverpool Street
I am going to head there
one of my favourite public sculptures is there
light boxes by David Batchelor
stopped to take a photos on route
David Batchelor's sculpture in Broadgate
its the sun street entrance/exit
I love it
this building beside it
is one of my favourite buildings
the shapes of the windows on the outside
I call them un-equal quadrilateral
its the UBS building
I don't know what that means
or it houses UBS
its massive
I'm back where I started
2 days ago
Going to take a few more photos round here
couple more photos I see in the distance
then head to the studio
so thats it for today

Exploration through images words & captions
Picture
#lookup

fly up and over
or
am I flying down & through
or
balancing on the edge free as a bird
all three options are real to me
Picture
look down
#doubleyellows
curved wickets
playing cricket

Picture
moving through
flying close to the ground
geometric directionality
down city street

Picture
still reflection
bomb disposal
now safe & sound
or lying in wait

Picture
#cyclerevolution

cycle with Paul
#doubleyellows
doublevision

Picture
reimagined unbalancing
hardedges
block on block
paves the way
Picture
Chromorama
David Batchelor on Sun street square
chromo blockonblocks
light up the void
I flew to the top
it was a sight to see
the mini-me
Picture
XXXXXXXXX Bank Building Broadgate
Framing Chromorama
hard to explain
how I feel
is it in vain?
I can climb
I can fly
to the UBS top
reimagined reality
Ultra Bonkers crazy wandererS
back down
to earth with a Bang
googled
UBS Bank
where POPS
refers to Pops & Drops
Privately Owned Public Space
forgotten?
fallen between the cracks?
Response Required
handover
to you Ash
I have your other posts to catchup on
Urban Explorer
Crazy Wanderer
Frequent Flyer
watch this space
I have no idea what I am doing
@kbwoodnews

3 Comments
My pretty patterns versus your reality! reality,

rechecked and provoked.
1/29/2018 1 Comment
you see space & structure stretch from the
earth as a forrest to swing through
you don't just feel like
but can fly
You can fly through
the spacesbetwen of reality and avuncular
grand realities
the spacebetween of gods and peasants
the spacebetween what is just been said to
millions
only read by hundreds
and understood my a handful
thats your real thought when you fly
unburdened by destination
on the silk of tarmac
glistening after a burst of rain
on this street...
I see places as kaleidoscopes
a supersymmetry of an unearthly space
unbound by the obvious tempos
existing in an unseen space
the symmetry of two and more
the symmetry of you and yours
the symmetry of equals and sequels
are easier to remember
places as faces
the eyes of milieu
burnet into my retina
over and over
to enact a psychedelic symphony
that stays ringing in the ears of my sight

1 Comment
Urban Exploration 3 - Edited Reimagined
Rewalked Route - Same Place Different Time
1/26/2018 0 Comments
While on this route I had Ashes words in my
mind - remembered photographs & thoughts
altered as was the route and place altered over
time
bc_day3_urbanexploration_
waterlootooldstreet.m4a
Download File
INTER-Ax2 Tension Way Bus Stop
0 Comments
Re-structuring editing remapping of Ashes
words Day 2
1/26/2018 0 Comments
Mapping & Routing Descent - Visual Image
Edit

Mapping & Routing Descent - Text Edit
Mapping & Routing Descent
Leicester in London
what does everything mean
Karen's audio file
downloaded
listened
walking her route
different place
different time
different destination
This is for the thoughtscapes we make remake try it
and realise as art
uncanny feeling
This is for the intentional and default dissent
Karen is with me
that allows the human race to ascend to new
encouraged to take photographs of things
realities
I saw along the way
This is for all of us that admit to being creative where skateboards go to die
This is for all of us that don't laugh at the jokes three artworks
of the human race as a dichotomy
explore protest
This is for all of us that don't hide from the
passively being viewed
child inside us
looted temples
This is for all of us that want to play
religious statues
This is for all of us that know that work is
now museum curiosities
a folly for those who are hoodwinked into
remember photographs
thinking they need to
I had previously taken
This is for all of us that are content with
thoughts altered
nothing but are gratified by making
thinking
going against the flow
1 Comment
moving against a consensus
PROVOKED @kbwoodnews (provocateur @
time for reflection
ashokDMistry)

1/28/2018 8 Comments
0 Comments
Reimagined
PROVOKED
1/25/2018 2 Comments
sunday wake up
right sock on left foot
Camouflaged in invisible dereliction
The city aches as layers sink with the weight of
saturday spent responding
feet
to photochop Kung Fu
fumbling for foothold
no space to work
every day it lick its wounds before it sleeps
congestion
only to wake with an even burgeoning need to
from patterned image
urinate effluent of un-natured nature
tape un-responsive
so much solid stone in square miles
saturday debris left
the city feels heavy
time for contemplation
and longs to be lesser
to be a patch of brown dirt
sunday performance won-out
littered with leaves
seen only by one
once a year alive with song
distilled reflection recorded
instead of this
essence of blockII drawn
over to my provocateur
2 Comments
Picture
Urban Exploration 2 - Getting Lost words by
"Found Tape Drawing - Barrier" Waterloo
Ash - response by Karen
Station
1/24/2018 0 Comments
Urban Exploration Image
Picture
Picture
"Divider" creating new directionality
Picture
Photochop Kung Fu
by Ashkok Mistry (BlockII collaborator/
bc_day2urbanexploration_liverpool_aldgate.
provocateur)
m4a
Picture
Download File
"Saturday - Debris Left"
Contemplation
GATE 2 Old Broad Street
saturday night - on reflection of all the work
produced I discovered it was the very first and 0 Comments
last pieces of work which worked for me
Mapping and routing dissent

1/24/2018 0 Comments
sunday morning while documenting the work
through taking photographs I discovered
Spent most of the day in London and listened
the work wanted to become a part of a wall
to Karens audio file on my way to the Tate. it
drawing and distilled performance
felt as though i was walking her route when

actually i was in a completely different place
Picture
going to a completely different destination. try
"Searching for Space and Structure"
it for yourself, download and listen to the file
Picture
on the move. It provides an uncanny feeling
"Distilled Congestion"
that Karen is there with you. The audio also
Picture
encouraged me to take photographs of things I
reflection - or does it become something - else saw along the way and remember photographs
"distilled performance" ?
I had taken on that rout previously but not
Picture
thought much of. while i was walking i was
"Essence of Distilled Barrier" remapped as
thinking about going against the flow, and
"essence of blockII drawn"
moving against a consensus. Not sure what
everything means just yet but I'm sure Ill be
Sunday night after a day away from the work
able to reflect tomorrow.
- I now see this drawing as blockI blockII
Picture
blockIII coming together - a vertical and
I found where skateboards go to die
lateral chain link. Response to BlockI and
Picture
the Lateral Linkage to BlockII have been on
Legal defacement
my mind all week and it has come out in a
Picture
drawing of my barrier in the midst of the
from a distance this looked like a dead pigeon
drawings which were not working on Saturday but, it turned out to be a bit of a dead tree
Picture
over to my provocateur .......
A reminder that here be humans
BlockI - Peter & James - is there a vertical
Picture
channel back up the chain?
These three artworks all explored protest
BlockIII - Sarah and Denise - is there a lateral in different ways and its interesting to see
link between our Blocks?
how passively they were being viewed. they
Ash thanks for your provocation it has been a reminded me of religious statues that had been
challenging weekend!
looted from temples and placed in a museum
Over to you .........
as a curiosity
Picture
8 Comments
gum
The acid green of the defaced space
Picture
1/27/2018 0 Comments
what the f.......
I'm thinking in a synesthesic of all of the
spaces that that are considered defaced an
what they mean to the people form part
of their audience. HMMM this again is a
provocation for Kaen. Look forward to seeing
your reaction to my actions
0 Comments
Chop chop
1/27/2018 1 Comment
While i post this, I'm listening to a song
titled 'Challa' which means crazy wanderer in
Punjabi
Challa
The same path treaded in different ways
but always looking different
As my eyes see faster
we need new lines
we need old lids
all for the roads
so when the sky opens
we know which way to learn
the vast roof of the station guides us out of the
rain
and on
to new instances
new combinations
of this point
we warp these journeys with words
sending them around the world
to the roads we are about to walk
to roads we've not seen for months
to places without roads
and back to us
familiarity is just what we take for granted
within and without memories
this place is where our wheels and toes dance
Picture
Over to you Karen.... This was one of your
images from your post that shows a divider
at a railway station remapped to create new
directionality

0 Comments
Urban Exploration 1 - response to Ash's Getting Lost
1/23/2018 0 Comments
bc_urbanexploration1_greatorex.m4a
Download File
Left onto Whitechapel Road
0 Comments
Leicester to London Ashok's 'Word Play' plus
Karen's Response
1/23/2018 0 Comments

0 Comments
Getting lost
1/23/2018 0 Comments
Trying to ease in, finding ourselves lost and
loving it.
First steps are always the most difficult and
block chain is no different. Karen and I have
been in contact for much of the day and in a
way we’ve been guiding each other. Certainly
for me, this process would have been much
more difficult if it hadn’t been for Karen taking
the proverbial bull by the horns and kicking
off the process. So hats off to Karen and also
our predecessors Peter Driver and James
McColl. Today has also been a case of juggling
hats- working on project work and stealing
time to work on block chain when I can. I’ve
been in writing mode for much of the day.
Here are a couple of thoughts on being lost
When we are lost
We’ve eloped with time
Into spaces we’d never see
Eyes peeled open
To catch glimpses
Anything

To capture us back from this daydream
Earth is silent as there is no direction
No beginning
No side door to escape
Relax and slow the heart from racing
Become part of the rhythm of this place
As there’s no reason to fight it
Stop moving and amble
As, in this moment you are invisible to space
and time
A place where the need for familiarity
dissolves away
A childlike curiosity takes over
Devoid of fear
wandering
With a feeling of romance
And attachment to nowhere
And simultaneously of everywhere
Drunk in the Dreamtime
Of those that formed that path
The spirits of footprints unseen
Getting lost
Is a dissent against a world that expects us to
tread one path without question
0 Comments
Handover
1/22/2018 2 Comments
Picture
Picture
Welcome to the BLOCK_II, although it looks
like you have dissented in fine form and
jumped the gun! Here are two images passed
on from BLOCK_I, small attempts to mark
out space in both physical and conceptual
territories. Use them as you, will or not at all,
the space is yours. Susan Francis
Block Chain Literal Visualisation
1/22/2018 0 Comments
Picture
0 Comments
Leicester to London
1/22/2018 1 Comment
ourHow to Start - Transparent Communications
Sunday night I meet Ash for the first time over the phone. Ash in Leicester me in London.
I am writing this post ahead of time in response to Ash mentioning a blank canvas
needs a first mark .... thanks Ash that triggered
further thoughts to get some words down on
our Block_II blog. Why wait to be told ... Our
first signs of dissent!
Part of my starting point will include an Instagram takeover where the collaboration project
will takeover my daily posts starting on 23rd
with Day1 which coincides with Day1058 on
my instagrid.
I had ideas of Location to kickstart my street
images/electrical tape drawings in Paternoster
Square a privately owned public space. Ash
responded with leave some tape behind, as in
a mark or drawing rather than my usual trail
of bits left behind by accident. Ash talked of
how much we did of our own art & how much
we collaborate. I had not thought along those
lines as I think and somehow know that the
collaborative part will work itself out as we go
along.
Ash talked of continuing Peter & James
Block_I word play in some way. It seems from
one conversation we are already a team - Ash’s
dyslexia allows him to make up words - coupled with my hopeless sense of Left & Right
when exploring the streets - this together will
lead into the unknown... Off to a brilliant
start..... Good to meet you Ash and looking
forward to working with you ... Karen
Block II

